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ABSTRACT 
Tlus thesis deals mth the development of several vector quanhsat~on schemes for 
codmg the electrocar&ogram @CG) at low bit rates whle separately addressing the issues of 
computabonal complexity storage complexity and quahty of reconstrucbon Vector 
quantmabon has been known to be an efficient compression scheme when a low bit rate is 
desirable but convenhonal ways of applymg vector quanlmabon to ECG data have not been 
very successful The present work shows that mthout substantdly mcreasing the coder 
complexity it is Indeed possible to achleve acceptable fidelity of reconstruc~on whle 
attauung a high compression rabo 
In ECG for the same subject there emsts a lot of s~mlmty  fkom beat to beat as well 
as sample to sample correlahon Unlike most of the techques of ECG compression reported 
so far whlch do not simultaneously exploit both the inter cycle and mtra cycle redundancies 
present in the ECG signal the techques reported m tlus thesis exploit thls parhcular nature 
of ECG A novel QRS detechon scheme is proposed for segrnentmg the ECG data %s 
techque uses the pos~twe zero crossings of the average group delay of the wmdowed signal 
with the window posibon bemg vaned over the length of the whole record Multuate 
techques or modelmg is used on the segmented vanable length ECG fiames to generate 
vectors of constant length These vectors are mput to the vector quanbser 
In the first attempt to acheve constant length vectors efficient multuate techques 
are used to change the samplxxlg rate of the vanable length EGG frames These vectors ere 
mput to the VQ coder Two new fast VQ codem are proposed for ECG The first coder is a 
comtraned vector quantxser whch uses a product structured code book The vector is broken 
down into sub vectors uslng dmcrete tune wavelet transform The wavelet co&cients at 
dffment scales are treated as separate enhhes and a product codebook is generated Thls 
coder achleves sigolficant reductton m cornputaton compared to a codebook of BCG beats 
The second fast coder belongs to the class of unconstramd VQ coders It uses the mean and 
vanance of the vectors simultaneously to elmanate the d k e l y  codewords before calculatmg 
the convenhonal mean square emr  The efliciency of the search process is further enhanced 
by usmg the wavelet pyrarmd search algcmtbm This coder aheves cornplenty reduchon 
wthout sacnfic~ng the performance of  the VQ 
In the other attempt t4 generate constant length vectors fiom the vanable length ECG 
frames parmetnc modehg is used A new rrmzlmuxn phase pole zero model for ECG is 
proposed The global m m m m  m the ECG record is found md if it is less than zero the 
enwe ECG data is mohfied by a d h g  the absolute value of the rnlnlrnurn to all the samples 
The algorithm qphes the dscnte come transform on these mohfied ECG frames The 
transformed moddied b e s  are sub~ectad to SteIgtz McBnde modelmg Duect vector 
qmbsabon of the model coefficients is not suggested due to the large dynarmc range of tht 
coefficients and stabihty problems encountered by the model filter whle qwt~smg the 
model coefficients Ths problem is overcome by vector quanbsatton of the h e  spectral 
frequency (LSF) representahon of the model coefficimts The LSF vectors efficiently 
preserve all the c h c d  features m the ECG data By f o m g  the LSF vectors sabsfymg the 
ordenng property stability of the filter can always be ensured A new beat adaptwe vector 
quanbser (BAVQ) scheme is proposed whtch is able to handle the abnormal ECG beats also 
very well The codebook of the BAVQ consists of a fixed n m b a  of ~mmechately past 
quatlbsed vectors %s campresmon scheme has less storage complauty good quality of 
reconstructm and moderate computa~onal complexity compand to convenbonal VQ 
